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Genomic Islands: an overview of current software tools
and future improvements
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Summary
Microbes are highly diverse and widely distributed organisms. They account for ~60% of
Earth’s biomass and new predictions point for the existence of 1011 to 1012 species, which
are constantly sharing genes through several different mechanisms. Genomic Islands (GI)
are critical in this context, as they are large regions acquired through horizontal gene
transfer. Also, they present common features like genomic signature deviation,
transposase genes, flanking tRNAs and insertion sequences. GIs carry large numbers of
genes related to specific lifestyle and are commonly classified in Pathogenicity,
Resistance, Metabolic or Symbiotic Islands. With the advent of the next-generation
sequencing technologies and the deluge of genomic data, many software tools have been
developed that aim to tackle the problem of GI prediction and they are all based on the
prediction of GI common features. However, there is still room for the development of
new software tools that implements new approaches, such as, machine learning and pangenomics based analyses. Finally, GIs will always hold a potential application in every
newly invented genomic approach as they are directly responsible for much of the
genomic plasticity of bacteria.

1!

Living in the "Age of Bacteria"

Stephen Jay Gould, a renowned paleontologist, once said, “We live now in the ‘Age of
Bacteria.’ Our planet has always been in the ‘Age of Bacteria’ ever since the first fossils,
bacteria, of course, were entombed in rocks more than three and a half billion years ago” [1].
Microbes are highly diverse organisms responsible for approximately 60% of the Earth's
biomass. They were the first organisms on Earth, they are distributed worldwide, from
volcanos to salt water, and they play a pivotal role in several medical, biotechnological and
industrial applications. Although their importance is widely known, less than 1% of the
previously estimated 2-3 billion microbial species are identified so far [2]. Much of this lack
of knowledge on microbes is due to the use of culture-dependent identification and
characterization of microbes. Microbiological culture media are usually intended for selective
growing and, thus, the microorganisms recovered using these methods are not representative
of the microbial community inside the sample [3]. However, with the advent of the nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) technologies and the widespread of metagenomics
methodologies, scientists are now able to determine the complete gene set off an entire
community, transcending the idea of a single species genomics to a complete view of the
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Although we can predict the putative number of species, we are still very young for the
identification of protein functions from non-cultivable organisms. Even cultivable wellstudied microbes such as Escherichia coli present more than 35% of hypothetical proteins in
their genomes, i.e., predicted genes with no assigned function due to the lack of experimental
data. Much of those genes are typically located in regions acquired through horizontal gene
transfer (HGT). These areas present low similarities with the genome where they are
harboured in and may have originated from non-cultivable organisms, therefore, explaining
the lack of information about their function [5]. More interestingly, those regions may transfer
between all domains (Bacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya), in all possible directions, adding to the
pool of genes that will be driven, by selection, to entirely new functions [6].

2!

Horizontal Gene Transfer

HGT events may occur through diverse mechanisms, including plasmids, transposons and
non-canonical classes of Mobile Genetic Elements (MGEs) [7,8]. The success in the spread of
a given MGE depends on its arsenal of coding genes and how they affect the behavior of the
acceptor organism in influencing the host cell or even the neighboring cells. For instance,
MGEs harboring genes coding for an advantageous characteristic in a given environment are
more prone to be fixed in the population and to spread to other organisms. Adaptive traits
carried by MGEs may include virulence factors, antibiotic resistance, detoxifying agents and
metabolic- and symbiotic-related genes [9].
MGEs carrying adaptive traits are usually classified as Genomic Islands (GI) and subclassified in Pathogenicity Islands (PAI), Resistance Islands (RI), Metabolic Islands (MI) and
Symbiotic Islands (SI). The term PAI was coined by Hacker and colleagues when they
identified and experimentally validated the instability of the major genomic regions harboring
hemolysin and fimbrial adhesin genes in the genome of E. coli [10]. Since then, the terms RI,
MI and SI were created to accommodate other classes of GIs according to their effect on the
fitness of the acceptor organism. In summary, GIs are characterized for being large genomic
regions acquired through horizontal gene transfer, which presents anomalous G+C content
and/or codon usage deviation, as they reflect the genomic signature of the DNA donor
organism. Also, they may harbor transposases and tRNA flanking genes, which are important
during the DNA insertion into the acceptor genome. Moreover, they are unstable, present
mosaic structure and are usually absent from other closely related organisms [11,12]. Finally,
the only feature differentiating the classes of GIs is the gene composition; PAIs, RIs, MIs and
SIs are characterized by the prevalence of virulence factors and resistance-, metabolic- and
symbiotic- related genes, respectively[13].

3!

Prediction of GIs

3.1!

Data quality

An important variable to be considered during the prediction of GIs is the quality of the
genome sequence. With the advent of the NGS technologies and the generation of smaller
sequencing reads as compared to the previous Sanger methodology, there was a huge increase
in the total number of genome sequences and also draft genomes. Although draft genomes
may be used for the prediction of GIs, the comparison between draft genomes in these
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microbial population dynamics under a given environmental time and condition. By using
estimates generated from global microbiota, for instance, one may now predict the total
number of microbial species on Earth to be much larger than the previously estimated 2-3
billion species, ranging from 1011 to 1012 species [4].
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analyses may take to false-positive or false negative results, due to the absence of regions in
the query or reference genome caused by unresolved gaps [13]. Therefore, the prediction of
GIs should be only performed using complete genome sequences. To circumvent this,
researchers may take advantage of combined sequencing approaches, using PacBio or MinIon
along with Illumina or Ion Torrent platforms [14]. In this scenario, the long-read sequencing
technologies PacBio and MinIon would be helpful in the assembly of complete genomes,
whereas Illumina and Ion Torrent would result in the base quality needed to achieve a good
quality sequence.
Also noticeable, the high frequency of nucleotide substitutions and insertion/deletions by
Ilumina and Ion Torrent platforms, respectively, may take to non-synonimous substitutions
and pseudogeneization of genes, which will impact the codon usage, the G+C content and
also the gene composition [15]. Thus, a high genome coverage coupled with a manual
curation of the sequence using genome mapping visualization software tools is also desirable.
Finally, the gene composition is also important in the prediction of GIs and, also, in the post
prediction analyses to find biological correlations. Thus, it is also recommendable to perform
manual curation of the whole genome annotation to avoid poor quality annotation.
3.2!

Software tools

The first identification of a PAI was achieved using molecular biology approaches; however,
this strategy is time and money consuming [10]. Nowadays, with the advent of nextgeneration sequencing technologies, some software tools have been developed to tackle the
problem of GI identification from the genome sequence. The existent software tools mainly
focus on the commonly shared GI features for the prediction, like identification of genomic
regions with G+C and/or codon usage anomalies compared to the whole genome sequence
(Table 1). However, because GIs present genes that are relevant to the bacterial fitness, the
selective pressure will ultimately select mutations that adapt the codon usage of the gene to
the one of the acceptor genome, increasing the translation efficiency. Also, the preference for
GC-rich or AT-rich codons may also drive the G+C content of the genes in the genomic
region, taking the whole region to have a more homogeneous G+C content overtime [16].
Therefore, software tools that predict GIs using only the genomic signature information (e.g.,
GI-SVM, IGIPT, PAI-IDA and SIGI-HMM) may fail in predicting GIs that were not acquired
recently (Table' 1). Alternatively, the use of other GI features, like the presence of flanking
tRNAs, mobility genes, insertion sequences and specific factors may be helpful in identifying
GIs with homogeneous genomic signature (e.g., EGID, Islander and Islandpath) (Table' 1).
However, the genomic comparison showing the absence of the region in a closely-related
organism is one of the most important features, as previously reported [17]. Indeed, the more
features the software tool uses to predict GIs, the more efficient it is in tackling the problem,
highlighting the importance of using genomic signature, the comparative genomics analyses,
and other additional features to achieve a better result (e.g., GIHunter, GI-POP, GIPSy, GIST,
INDeGenIUS, IslandViewer, PAIDB, PIPS and RPGFinder) (Table'1). This scenario explains
the appearing of ensemble software tools, which combine different software tools to achieve
the goal of providing the user with a comprehensive analysis of all GI features (e.g., EGID,
GIPSy, GIST, IslandViewer and PIPS) (Table 1).
Until recently, there was little information about the sub-classes of GIs others than PAIs. A
quick search for RIs, MIs, and SIs in PubMed does not return genomic coordinates of these
GIs. The specific prediction of these subclasses of GIs was partially addressed in the software
InDeGenIUS, IslandViewer, and PAIDB (Table 1). However, the first software tool to be
completely developed for the specific prediction of all 4 classes of GIs, individually, was only
published recently [13]. Thus, there is still a huge urge for the widespread of information on
other GIs.
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Software$
Comparative$genomics/$ Insertion$
Specific$
Genomic$signature$ tRNA$genes$ Mobility$genes$
tool/$
clustering$
sequences$
factors$
database$
AlienHunter$
SW#
ON#
&#
&#
+#
&#
&#
EGID$
ES#
GC+DI+TRI+ON+CU#
+#
&#
&#
&#
&#
GCAProfile$
SW#
GC#
&#
&#
&#
&#
&#
GEMINI*$
SW#
&#
&#
&#
+#
&#
&#
GIHunter$
SW#
&#
+#
+#
+#
&#
&#
GIAPOP$
SW#
GC+ON+CU#
+#
&#
+#
+#
&#
GIPSy$
ES#
GC+CU#
+#
+#
+#
&#
VF+RF+MF+SF#
GIST$
ES#
GC+DI+ON+CU#
+#
&#
+#
&#
&#
GIASVM$
SW#
GC+CU#
&#
&#
&#
&#
&#
HGTector$
SW#
&#
&#
&#
+#
&#
&#
IGIPT$
SW#
GC+DI+CU#
&#
&#
&#
&#
&#
INDeGenIUS$
SW#
ON#
&#
&#
+#
&#
VF+RF+MF+SF#
Islander$
DB#
GC#
+#
+#
&#
+#
&#
Islandpath$
DB#
GC+DI#
+#
+#
&#
&#
&#
IslandPick$
SW#
&#
&#
&#
+#
&#
&#
IslandViewer$3$
DB+ES#
GC+DI+#CU#
+#
+#
+#
&#
VF+RF#
MSGIP$
SW#
GC#
&#
&#
+#
&#
&#
PAIDB$
DB#
GC+CU#
+#
&#
+#
&#
VF#
PAIDB$v2.0:$
DB#
GC+DI+CU#
+#
+#
+#
&#
VF+RF#
PAIAIDA$
SW#
GC+DI+CU#
&#
&#
&#
&#
&#
PIPS$
ES#
GC+CU#
+#
+#
+#
&#
VF#
Pre_GI$
DB#
GC+ON#
&#
&#
+#
&#
&#
RGPFinder$
SW#
GC+CU+ON#
+#
+#
+#
+#
&#
SIGIAHMM$
SW#
CU#
&#
&#
&#
&#
&#
Zisland$Explorer$
SW#
GC+CU#
&#
&#
+#
&#
&#
Tool$

RefeA
rences$

[18]#
[19]#
[20]#
[21]#
[22]#
[23]#
[13]#
[24]#
[25,26]#
[27]#
[28]#
[29]#
[30]#
[31]#
[32]#
[33]#
[34]#
[35]#
[36]#
[37]#
[17]#
[38]#
[39]#
[40]#
[41]#

DB,#database;#SW,#software#tool;#ES,#ensemble#software#that#combines#different#software#tools;#GC,#G+C#content;#DI,#dinucleotide#frequency;#TRI,#trinucleotide#
frequency;#ON,#oligonucleotide;#CU,#codon#usage#*Gemini#uses#a#genome#segmentation#and#clustering#approach#
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Future improvements

Future improvements in the area may involve the use of machine learning approaches for GI
classification based on the concentration of all features in a genomic region, i.e., the
concentration of genes with G+C content variation, codon usage deviation, transposase genes
and so on [42]. GIs are mosaic regions in nature and each GI may or may not present a
combination of different features [17,41]. For instance, a GI may have a G+C content
deviation, harbors transposase genes and be flanked by tRNAs, while another one may only
harbor a large number of virulence factors and present codon usage deviation. This mosaic
structure may take to false-negative results even in ensemble methodologies that uses
different software tools to cover all features. Hence, the implementation of machine learning
approaches may be helpful in detecting all the possible scenarios during the classification of
GIs using different features [42,43].
Also, one task that needs addressing is the prediction of the origin of the GIs [38,44]. Because
GIs adapt their genomic signature with time, it is not always possible to predict their origin by
comparing them with the genomic signature of other organisms [16]. Besides, two distantly
related organisms may have the same codon usage, due to tRNA bioavailability [45].
Alternatively, the phylogenetic comparison of syntenic genes inside the GI with orthologous
genes in other organisms could be the key to predicting their putative origin and also for the
prediction of MGE data pools in bacterial populations from the comparison of GIs with
available metagenomics data.
Another area that is constantly taking advantage from GI analyses nowadays is pan-genomics.
The area was created by Tettelin et al. (2005) and consists in the identification of similarities
and differences between a set of strains from the same species or a set of species from the
same genus [46]. The term pan-genome is also used to define the non-redundant set of genes
in the complete analyses. The approach normally makes use of the orthology prediction
between all genes from all genomes in the dataset. Then, the approach identifies which genes
are: commonly shared between all strains (core genome); shared between 2 or more strains,
but not all (“shared genome”); and, unique to a single strain (singletons). The commonly
shared genes in the core genome are important for vaccine and drug development. The genes
in the shared genome and the singletons are normally responsible for differential adaptation to
new environments and, hence, genes in GIs normally account for this dataset [47]. Future
strategies in pan-genomics allied to GI analyses could aim firstly at identifying GIs in all
strains and comparing the identified GIs to measure their degree of mosaicism. After,
epidemiological analyses may be performed using phylogenomics-based approaches on those
GIs throughout the strains. Then, the final step may include the identification of the origin of
the GIs from gene synteny conservation between distantly related species.
The identification of the origin of the GIs allied with pan-genomics analyses may reveal the
acquirement of blocks of genes influencing the adaptability of bacteria to new traits and
hosts, which may be correlated to specific traits of the donor organism. Overall, this
combined strategy may be helpful in tracing the origin of new clonal complexes, in
epidemiological analyses, and also in the creation of new diagnostic methods for emerging
pathogenic strains [48,49]. Finally, because GIs account for much of the genomic variability
in bacterial species, for every new field created in comparative genomics there is a hidden
potential for the creation of new GI comparison analyses.
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